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I) Vocabulary: 

A) Fill in the blanks with the words given. One extra word . ( 1  ) 

                                          vast / unique / discount/  society/ appreciate 

1. You can get a …………. If you buy 5 books. 

2. Every year, she spends …... amounts of money on shoes she will never wear. 

3. I'm not an artist, but I ……….. fine works of art. 

4. We live in a ……… that values education and hard work.              

B) Check the best choice. ( 1 P )5 

5. Some parents cannot ……………………………….. all the needs of their children. 

       a) meet   b) cure   c) exchange   d) seek   

6. A young woman ……………………………. Mary for her new dress. 

       a) gained   b) increased  c) checked in   d) measur 

7. Today people's ………………………….. has changed. They prefer fast food to home dishes. 

       a) feeling   b) taste   c) skill    d) art 

8. We should reflect on our own culture. The verb " reflect on " is the synonym of …………………………. . 

       a) frighten   b) appreciate  c) think about   d) keep on  

II) Grammar:  

 C) Check the best answer. ( 1 P ) 

9. If our teacher …………… English most of the time, our listening comprehension will improve. 

        a) spoke   b) speak  c) has spoken   d) speaks 

10. They were greatly …………. at the news. It was so surprising. 

        a) surprise   b) surprising  c) surprised   d) to surprise 

11. My parents have saved enough money to go abroad ……… last year. 

        a) for   b) at   c) yet    d) since 

12. You should ask her to help you. She has …….. information on the matter you need. 

     a) much   b) lots   c) many   d) a lot 
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D) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words given. ( 1 P ) 

 

13. Hasn't she ……………………………. her brother for more than two years? ( see ) 

14. If you go to bed late, you ……………………………………. on time in the morning. ( not get up ) 

15. I bought three …………………………….. of bread for breakfast. ( loaf ) 

16. They got very ……………………………….. of watching that boring film. ( tire ) 

 

 III) Writing: 

E) Choose the alternatives that best complete the blanks. ( 1 ) 

 

17. Would you like …………………………… lunch with us today? 

           a) had   b) to have  c) having   d) would have 

18. Ramin was really sad ………………………… us soon. He nearly cried. 

           a) to leave  b) left   c) was leaving   d) leaving 

19. Most students enjoyed ……………………………. with their friends in the school yard. 

           a) to playing  b) played  c) plays    d) playing 

20. My dad tries……………….the phone number. 

            a)to not forget              b) not to forget             c)not forget                               d)not to forgot 

 

 F) L)Put the words in correct order(1) 

21. blood/ regularly/ pressure/ measures/ his/ grandfather/ my/. 

22 . cured/ many/ new/ and/ antibiotics/ have/ patients/ drugs/ anti-cancer/. 

 
G) Find two grammatical mistakes and write their correct form in the table. (0/5 point) 
 

23.  I want going home now.                                24. Maryam enjoys to listen to music. 
 
 mistakes   

Correct forms   

 
H) Use the approptiate suffix or prefix to make new words. (0.5 point) 
25.  
 
                                  possible…………….                    danger  ......................  
 

Suffixes / prefixes im dis re al ous 

)(1. in sentences below ind the subject, verb, object and adverb of place& timeF )I 

       26.That child has learned English since Last year. 
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IV) Reading:   

J) Sentence comprehension: (1) 

27.Art shows the way of life and identity of nation and reflects the history of a society. 

In above sentence, which of the following has NOT been identified? 

a-Lifestyle                 b- culture             c- economy                 d- understanding people 

 

28. It is necessary to change our lifestyle to have a healthier, happier and longer life. 

In the above sentence  IT refers to….. 

a-changing our lifestyle     b- having a healthier life     c-Having a happier life      d- having a longer life 

 

K) Cloze passage :  Check the correct answer that best fills each blank. ( 1 P ) 

       Art is a creative activity by people. These people are called ……29….. . These people express ………30….. 

by their art. Some people find art relaxing. Many people disagree on how to ………31……. art. Some say 

people are driven to make art because of their creativity . Art includes drawing, ……32……….., sculpting , 

photography, performance art, music, poetry and theatre . 

29.  a) artists   b) addicts    c) patients    d) surfers 

30.  a) himself  b) ourselves    c) themselves    d) itself 

31.  a) define   b) attend    c) depend   d) dislike 

32.  a) jogging   b) hunting    c) sailing    d) painting 

 

L)Reading Comprehension (2) 

Art experts have to be very cautious when buying paintings because deception is quite common in the art 

world. Overpainting is just one of the many problems facing art museum directors who are responsible for 

buying and evaluating works of art, who also have to be on guard for the false use of famous artist’s names 

, false copies, or even fragments of paintings sold as hole works of art. Overpainting , the most common 

problem , results from the fact that quite often older works of art have been extensively changed. When a 

painting is carefully restored or repaired according to the artists’ original design, it is called “ in painting” , 

but when the repairs change the work to make it more marketable or appear to be more valuable, it is “ 

overpainting”. Modern science , however, now aids the buyers of works of art . Ultra-violet light and X-ray 

machines can detect these alterations. Another form of deception but one that is less frequent_ is putting 

the name of a famous artist on an inferior painting , a practice which occurred quite frequently in 1920s 

and 1930s when the level of art scholarship was not very high in United States and American buyers were 

easily fooled by European art dealers. In addition to these forms of deception copies of famous paintings 

are somethings sold as original works of art because some of the old masters painted a popular scene 

several times if it sold well or their students would copy their better works to practice style and technique. 

Furthermore, there are dealers who have been known to halves or quarter a painting because it is much 

more profitable for them to sell four small paintings than one large one. 
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33. What is the main idea of this passage? 

a-Ultra-violet light and X-ray machines can detect the alterations made in painting. 

b-Deception in the art world and its different ways 

c-Directors being responsible for buying works of art. 

d- Overpainting is quite common in the art world . 

 

34. What is the meaning of “ in painting” ? 

a-To paint something new in old paintings                

 b-to change a painting to be more profitable 

c-to repair a painting according to the artists’ original design        

 d- to paint a painting on a wall 

 

35. In the 1920s and 1930s  Americans were easily fooled by European art dealers because… 

a-they lacked enough art knowledge                      

b-the level of dealers’ job was high in the US  

c-they did not care about the paintings being genuine                 

 d-they were foolish  

 

36. The Underlined pronoun” It” in the last paragraph refers to the painting of… 

a-a copy                  b- a style                  c- a popular scene                     d- a technique 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  Wish You Success 
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I) Vocabulary: 

A) Fill in the blanks with the words given. One extra word . ( 1  ) 

                                          vast / unique / discount/  society/ appreciate 

1. You can get a …discount…. If you buy 5 books. 

2. Every year, she spends …vast... amount of money on shoes she will never wear. 

3. I'm not an artist, but I ……appreciate….. fine works of art. 

4. We live in a ……society… that values education and hard work.              

B) Check the best choice. ( 1 P )5 

5. Some parents cannot ……………………………….. all the needs of their children. 

       a) meet√   b) cure   c) exchange   d) seek   

6. A young woman ……………………………. Mary for her new dress. 

       a) gained   b) increased  c) checked in   d) measured√ 

7. Today people's ………………………….. has changed. They prefer fast food to home dishes. 

       a) feeling   b) taste√   c) skill    d) art 

8. We should reflect on our own culture. The verb " reflect on " is the synonym of …………………………. . 

       a) frighten   b) appreciate  c) think about √  d) keep on  

II) Grammar:  

 C) Check the best answer. ( 1 P ) 

9. If our teacher …………… English most of the time, our listening comprehension will improve. 

        a) spoke   b) speak  c) has spoken   d) speaks√ 

10. They were greatly …………. at the news. It was so surprising. 

        a) surprise   b) surprising  c) surprised√   d) to surprise 

11. My parents have saved enough money to go abroad ……… last year. 

        a) for   b) at   c) yet    d) since√ 

12. You should ask her to help you. She has …….. information on the matter you need. 

     a) much√   b) lots   c) many   d) a lot 
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D) Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the words given. ( 1 P ) 

 

13. Hasn't she …………seen…………………. her brother for more than two years? ( see ) 

14. If you go to bed late, you ……won't get up……………. on time in the morning. ( not get up ) 

15. I bought three …………loaves………………….. of bread for breakfast. ( loaf ) 

16. They got very …………tired………….. of watching that boring film. ( tire ) 

 

 III) Writing: 

E) Choose the alternatives that best complete the blanks. ( 1 ) 

 

17. Would you like …………………………… lunch with us today? 

           a) had   b) to have√  c) having   d) would have 

18. Ramin was really sad ………………………… us soon. He nearly cried. 

           a) to leave√  b) left   c) was leaving   d) leaving 

19. Most students enjoyed ……………………………. with their friends in the school yard. 

           a) to playing  b) played  c) plays                d) playing√ 

20. My dad tries……………….the phone number. 

            a)to not forget              b) not to forget√              c)not forget                               d)not to forgot 

 F) L)Put the words in correct order(1) 

21-blood/ regularly/ pressure/ measures/ his/ grandfather/ my/. 

His grandfather measures my blood pressure regularly. 

22)cured/ many/ new/ and/ antibiotics/ have/ patients/ drugs/ anti-cancer/. 

  new anti-cancer drugs and antibiotics  have cured many patients. 
  
G) Find two grammatical mistakes and write their correct form in the table. (0/5 point) 
 

23.  I want going home now.                                24. Maryam enjoys to listen to music. 
 
 mistakes going To listen 

Correct forms To go listening 

 
H) Use the approptiate suffix or prefix to make new words. (0.5 point) 
25.  
 
                                  possible……impossible……….                    danger  ........... dangerous........... 
 
 
 
 

Suffixes / prefixes im dis re al ous 
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). (1in sentences below ind the subject, verb, object and adverb of place& timeF )I 

 

       26.That child has learned English since Last year. 

     The child=s       has learned=v       English=o     since last year=adv of time 

IV) Reading:   

J) Sentence comprehension: (1) 

27-Art shows the way of life and identity of nation and reflects the history of a society. 

In above sentence, which of the following has NOT been identified? 

a-Lifestyle                 b- culture             c- economy√                 d- understanding people 

 

28- It is necessary to change our lifestyle to have a healthier, happier and longer life. 

In the above sentence  IT refers to….. 

a-changing our lifestyle√     b- having a healthier life     c-Having a happier life      d- having a longer life 

 

K) Cloze passage :  Check the correct answer that best fills each blank. ( 1 P ) 

       Art is a creative activity by people. These people are called ……29….. . These people express ………30….. 

by their art. Some people find art relaxing. Many people disagree on how to ………31……. art. Some say 

people are driven to make art because of their creativity . Art includes drawing, ……32……….., sculpting , 

photography, performance art, music, poetry and theatre . 

29.  a) artists√   b) addicts    c) patients    d) surfers 

30.  a) himself  b) ourselves    c) themselves√    d) itself 

31.  a) define√   b) attend    c) depend   d) dislike 

32.  a) jogging   b) hunting    c) sailing    d) painting√ 

 

L)Reading Comprehension (2) 

Art experts have to be very cautious when buying paintings because deception is quite common in the art 

world. Overpainting is just one of the many problems facing art museum directors who are responsible for 

buying and evaluating works of art, who also have to be on guard for the false use of famous artist’s names 

, false copies, or even fragments of paintings sold as hole works of art. Overpainting , the most common 

problem , results from the fact that quite often older works of art have been extensively changed. When a 

painting is carefully restored or repaired according to the artists’ original design, it is called “ in painting” , 

but when the repairs change the work to make it more marketable or appear to be more valuable, it is “ 

overpainting”. Modern science , however, now aids the buyers of works of art . Ultra-violet light and X-ray 

machines can detect these alterations. Another form of deception but one that is less frequent_ is putting 

the name of a famous artist on an inferior painting , a practice which occurred quite frequently in 1920s 

and 1930s when the level of art scholarship was not very high in United States and American buyers were 

easily fooled by European art dealers. In addition to these forms of deception copies of famous paintings 

are somethings sold as original works of art because some of the old masters painted a popular scene 

several times if it sold well or their students would copy their better works to practice style and technique. 
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Furthermore, there are dealers who have been known to halves or quarter a painting because it is much 

more profitable for them to sell four small paintings than one large one. 

 

1-What is the main idea of this passage? 

a-Ultra-violet light and X-ray machines can detect the alterations made in painting. 

b-Deception in the art world and its different ways√ 

c-Directors being responsible for buying works of art. 

d- Overpainting is quite common in the art world . 

 

2-What is the meaning of “ in painting” ? 

a-To paint something new in old paintings                

 b-to change a painting to be more profitable 

c-to repair a painting according to the artists’ original design  √      

 d- to paint a painting on a wall 

 

3-In the 1920s and 1930s  Americans were easily fooled by European art dealers because… 

a-they lacked  enough art  knowledge  √                    

b-the level of dealers’ job was high in the US  

c-they did not care about the paintings being genuine                 

 d-they were foolish  

 

4-The Underlined pronoun” It” in the last paragraph refers to the painting of… 

a-a copy                  b- a style                  c- a popular scene √                    d- a technique 

 

 

 

 

                                                                  Wish You Success 

 


